
FREE WRITING AND LOOPING OF THE COLON

Similarly, patient discomfort and colonic looping accounted for 64 % of . Much has been written about magnetic imaging
as an aid to teaching.

For this reason, rectal administration of contrast material should be avoided. Vitamin B12 and bile salts are
absorbed in the terminal ileum. The ratio between the two seems to vary widely as reported by the Human
Microbiome Project. The individual epithelial cells also have finger-like projections known as microvilli.
Proteolytic enzymes, including trypsin and chymotrypsin , are secreted by the pancreas and cleave proteins
into smaller peptides. A special pouch called an ostomy appliance is placed around the stoma. Thus, by the
images shown here, there are an average of about 1, to cells per colonic crypt. Blood tests, a chest x-ray and an
electrocardiogram ECG may be done to check the health of certain organs. It then curves on itself and turns
toward the left to reach the middle line at the level of the third piece of the sacrum , where it bends downward
and ends in the rectum. The inner wall, or mucosa, of the small intestine is lined with simple columnar
epithelial tissue. Other locations include the ascending , transverse , and descending sections of the colon.
Main article: Gut flora The large intestine houses over species of bacteria that perform a variety of functions,
as well as fungi , protozoa , and archaea. An understanding of looping patterns and the techniques for their
resolution is therefore an imperative for successful colonoscopy. Rectal fluoroscopy can be helpful in
determining the site of a suspected large bowel obstruction. It involves attaching one end of the colon or ileum
to an opening in the abdominal wall called the end stoma. The ascending colon is functionally associated with
the caecum and is often associated with any caecal abnormalities. Pancreatic lipase works with the help of the
salts from the bile secreted by the liver and stored in the gall bladder. As the chyme moves through the large
intestine, most of the remaining water is removed, while the chyme is mixed with mucus and bacteria known
as gut flora , and becomes feces. The surgeon can use an open technique or a laparoscopic technique. The
intestine can be connected again after it has healed. Near normal colon-lining cells are seen at the top right of
the image. Stage IV rectal cancer is treated similar to stage IV colon cancer. Pancreatic lipase breaks down
triglycerides into free fatty acids and monoglycerides.


